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NOTICE FROM THE EDITORIAL DIRECTOR:

With the approach of the general infection on November
8th, the editorial board considered suspending publication
so members would be free to man the barricades or flee
the country. However, after much rigorous debate, we’ve
decided to launch this issue as a form of protest since
neither party will approve of its contents. To be sure, both
candidates are unsavory, however Mr. Trump is, by far, the
more grotesque specimen Thus, he is designated herein
(and forever after) “Ubu Trump.”

A PHILOSOPHER

Norman Conquest

by Alphonse Allais

Ubu Trump (see page 8)
We are seeking entrants for the Chuck Schumer Look-Alike
Contest at the seventh annual Incoherents Ball in San Francisco
on New Years Eve. The event will include a Shit-Eating Grin
Competition and a gala Hog-the-Mic orgy. Wetsuits provided
upon admission.
Reply to Box 11802

I grew quite fond of that big lazy customs official,
who seemed the perfect image of customs, not the
churlish customs of our terrestrial borders, but the good
old idle and contemplative customs of our cliffs and
seashore.
His name was Pascal; it should have been Baptiste,
so much gentle tranquility did he bring to everything
he did in life.
And it was a pleasure to see him, his hands clasped
behind his back, slowly dawdling through his three
hours of duty on the wharfs, preferably those with only
disused boats and unarmed yachts.
As soon as his work was over, Pascal quickly shed
—CONTINUED NEXT PAGE—
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to his young fishing companions.
“When I married my wife, she worked as a maid for
the Sub-Inspector. It was even he who convinced me
to marry her. He knew quite well what he was doing,
the scoundrel, because six months later she gave birth
to our oldest, the one I call the Sub-Inspector, as is
only right. A year later, my wife had a little daughter
who looked so much like a tall young Norwegian who
had hired her to clean for him, that I had not a minute
of doubt. That one is the Norwegian. And then, every
year, it continued. Not that my wife is more immoral
than any other, but she’s too kind-hearted. People like
that don’t know how to say no. In short, I have seven
children, and only the last one is mine.”
“And you call that one the Customs Official, I
suppose?”
“No, I call him the Cuckold, that’s nicer.”
Winter came; I had to leave Houlbec, but not without bidding an affectionate farewell to my friend Pascal
and to all his little functionaries. I even offered them
small gifts, which filled them with joy.
The next year, I returned to Houlbec to spend the
summer.
The very day of my arrival, I met the Norwegian, on
her way to do some errands.
How pretty she had become, that little Norwegian!
With her big sea-green eyes and her light golden
hair, she looked like one of those blonde fairies from
Scandinavian legend. She recognized me and ran up to
me.
I kissed her:
“Hello, Norwegian, how are you?”
“Very well, sir, thank you.”
“And your papa?”
“Very well, sir, thank you.”
“And your mama, your little sister, your little brothers?”
“Everyone’s fine, sir, thank you. The Cuckold had the
measles this winter, but he’s completely cured now...
and then, last week, mama gave birth to a little Justice
of the Peace.”

his blue trousers and green tunic to don cotton overalls and a long shirt, which countless sunstrokes and diluvian floods (perhaps even antediluvian) had given that
special shade found only on the backs of fishermen. For
Pascal was an angler, like the ancient Anglo-Saxons.
Nobody was better at finding the good spots in ponds,
and at baiting judiciously, with an earthworm, a cooked
shrimp, a raw shrimp, or any other treacherous foodstuff.
Obliging, besides, and always willing to give advice
to beginners. And so it was that we quickly got to know
one another.
One thing about him intrigued me; it was that sort of
little class that he brought along every day: three boys
and two girls, all different in age and appearance.
His children? No, for not the slightest family resemblance could be discerned in their faces. Probably
neighborhood children, then.
Pascal arranged the five kids with the greatest care,
the youngest next to him, the oldest at the other end.
And all of this little crowd began fishing like grown
men, with a serious air that was so comical that I
couldn’t look at them without laughing.
What I also found amusing was the way in which
Pascal designated each of the kids.
Instead of giving them their baptismal names, as is
usually done, Eugene, Victor, or Emily, he attributed to
each a profession or nationality.
There was the Sub-Inspector, the Norwegian, the
Broker, the Insurance Agent, and the Reverend Father.
The Sub-Inspector was the oldest, and the Reverend
Father the littlest.
The children, besides, seemed used to these titles, and
when Pascal said, “Sub-Inspector, go get me four sous
of tobacco,” the Sub-Inspector gravely arose and accomplished his mission without the slightest surprise.
One day, as I was walking along the beach, I met my
friend Pascal on duty, his arms crossed, his rifle slung
over his shoulder, sadly contemplating the sun, which
was ready to set, over there, in the sea.
Translated from the French by Doug Skinner. Reprinted from the
“A lovely spectacle, Pascal!”
forthcoming collection Double Over by Alphonse Allais, Black
“Superb! Once never tires of it.”
Scat Books.
“Are you a poet?”
“Good Lord, no! I’m just a simple customs official,
WANTED: Somebody to go back in time with me. This is not a joke. Box
but that doesn’t stop me from admiring nature.”
322, Oakview CA 93022. You’ll get paid after we get back. Must bring your
Good old Pascal! We had a long talk, and I finally
own weapons. Safety not guaranteed. I have only done this once before.
learned the origin of the bizarre appellations he attached
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The New Democrat.
OUR BACK TO THE FUTURE PAGES
[April 5, 2008]
PARIS—Bernard Kouchner, the foreign minister of
France and a longtime humanitarian, diplomatic and
political activist on the international scene, says that
whoever succeeds President Barack Obama will be “at
the helm of a sinking vessel.” He said the United States’
battered image had suffered irreparable damage due to
the nomination of Ubu Trump.
In a wide-ranging conversation with the editorial
board of Le Scat Noir, Kouchner vented his frustration
in a string of clichés and mixed metaphors: “The thrill
is gone. Kaput. America is an empty shell—a mere
shadow of its former self. A land of has-beens and
hacks. It’s a shopworn relic, the ghost of an Imperialist
empire. What was once a vast, complex canvas filled
with bright colors and hidden meanings is now simply
a blank slate. Tabula rasa. Zip. Zero. Nada. America is
a banana republic and Europe has stopped slipping on
its peel. The joke is over, the gig is up. The gag has no
punch line. The joke is stale, so to speak.America has
nothing up its sleeves to dazzle us. Alas, Jerry Lewis is
dead... he is dead isn’t he?”
Asked whether the United States could repair the
damage it has suffered since Ubu Trump won the
Republican nomination, Kouchner smiled, “Not in a
million years.”
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Derek Pell

Compiled by Karl Waldmann, this profusely illustrated
chapbook edition features unpublished transcripts, exhibits,
and shocking new evidence. Fact and fiction are forged
together in a seminal work of DADA excavation.

Only from BLACK SCAT BOOKS, of course.
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by DOUG SKINNER
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MARCO WITH SQUALOR
by Eckhard Gerdes

Marco sat on a park bench overlooking the river and
contemplated poverty, indentured servitude, and his
place in the world. He had not been able to find employment in well over a year, and his father Iarlaith’s
part-time job at a foundry was barely enough for the
two men to scrape by on.
Marco had sold every one of his possessions worth
selling in order to help his father pay for their food and
drink and housing costs, but the money Marco got in
exchange went neither far nor long. And he had given
up some of his most prized belongings, including his
library and his guitar. He had even wanted to sell their
TV set, but Iarlaith had objected stenuously to that idea.
Iarlaith liked to watch the game shows when he came
home from the foundry. He said it helped him turn off
his brain and relax after work.
Marco had been able to sell a few pieces of his foundobject assemblage art at a local consignment shop, but
that, also, brought in little income. He had gathered his
materials from the trash people threw away along the
river walk that led to and away the town he lived in. But
his efforts had been too thorough: he had cleaned up the
pathway so well that he had difficulty finding any more
trash there. He had begun to forage for rubbish farther
and farther down the path in either direction, but the
effort was becoming harder. He actually began wishing
that more people littered more often.
He considered picking up the trash in town, but he
decided against that for a couple of reasons. He thought
it would make him look like a garbage picker, and he
didn’t want to give that impression to anyone. On the
river pathway he could do his foraging in private. Also,
the town’s trash was the responsibility of the municipal sanitation department, and he didn’t want to take
their work away from them. If he cleaned up the town,
the sanitation workers would lose their jobs, and Marco
was sure they had families to support who needed them
to keep working.
This whole having-to-work-to-make-a-living thing
bugged Marco. It was definitely a form of indentured
servitude. We have to sell the best hours of our lives
to the highest bidder, and then we have to do their bidding. That was what made life so depressing.
As he sat on the bench, he watched the walkers and
joggers and bikers go by. They were all too respectful
of the environment. Where were the danged litterbugs?
-5-

What had society come to?
Families on nice leisurely strolls! Abysmal! That
family there, in the distance, for example: mother obviously some businesswoman on a lunch break, husband
looking like a high school gym teacher, and cute little
ten-year-old daughter in pigtails and a pink sundress.
An absolute cliché, and no hope for any litter.
The little girl suddenly broke free of her parents and
ran far ahead of her parents to near where Marco was.
She left the path, ducked behind a tree, away from her
parents’ gaze, and took a doll out from under her dress
and threw it away in the bushes. And then she saw Marco sitting on the bench, watching her.
“Hey, mister, what you looking at?”
“I was watching you throw away your doll.”
“Well, don’t tell my parents.”
“Why not?”
“That was my doll they gave me for Christmas. I
broke her leg by accident. If my parents see, they’ll be
mad at me.”
“You know, dolls can be fixed.”
“No. They can’t know.”
“Okay, okay. I won’t tell them.” The parents were
still a good distance away. They were engaged in some
deep conversation, and they didn’t seem to notice their
daughter was gone.
“What’s your name, mister?”
“I’m Marco. Who are you?”
“Sharon,” she said in a tone that sounded like he
should have known that already.
“Sharon? Sharon, you know what they call the place
where broken toys are thrown away?”
—CONTINUED ON PAGE 6—
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“No.”
“It’s called the toylette.”
“It is not. The toilette is where you go potty.” She
sounded annoyed.
“No, not ‘toilette,’ toylette. But it’s kind of the same
thing. It’s where you put stuff you don’t want.”
“It is?”
“Yep.”
“Well, I have lots of toys and stuff I don’t want. Broken ones.” She looked sheepishly at Marco. “I break
toys a lot.”
“Well, you are in luck, Sharon. That bush you threw
your doll into? That is the official toylette for our town.”
“It is?”
“Yep.”
“So if I want to throw away more toys so my parents
don’t know, I should do it here?”
“Yep.”
“Okay. I’ll bring some again next time. My parents
said they want us to come on walks every week.”
“Are you new in town?”
“No. Well, my dad is. My parents are getting together
again. They are con-, con-, consighling.”
“Well, your secret is safe with me. You should get
back to them now before they get worried that you’re
talking to me.”
“Okay. Bye, Marco!” Sharon ran off.
“Bye, Sharon,” said Marco, knowing she couldn’t
hear him. The family walked past him. Sharon looked
back and smiled. Marco waved. She turned back to the
path that lay ahead of her. Marco watched them until
they were out of sight, and then he collected the doll.
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Where proudly we pilfer from other publications in
an attempt to garner lawsuits. The item below was
stolen from The Girl on the Train (Penguin Books).
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Samuele Bastianello

Paul Forristal (left) congratulates Scat Noir editor Norman
Conquest on his induction into the DADA Hall of Flame in
Sebastopol.
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QUE VOULEZ-VOUS DIRE?
by Jason E. Rolfe

Agence France-Presse

I met Alphonse Allais for lunch yesterday. I know it
seems highly unlikely given that Alphonse passed away
more than a century ago. I can assure you, however,
that despite having died in 1905, he was alive and well
and with me at lunch the other day. We went to Chef
Dimitar’s, in fact. Alphonse had the Greek salad.
I know exactly what you’re thinking. You’re thinkThe editorial board of Litrine (our sister publication) takes “A ing; ‘Why would a dead French humourist have lunch
Dump for Trump” at a rally in Paris. A spokesperson for the group with an obscure writer at an obscure restaurant in an
said: “We want to make America defecate again.” Indeed, it was a
even more obscur Southwestern Ontario town?’ Well,
shit heard round the world.
my dear skeptic, let me tell you something. This is my
creative exercise, not yours. Nobody’s forcing you to
read it! Besides, the “why?” is far less important than
the “what?”
MARTYRS AMONG THE
The “what” was a conversation about the art of
translation,
and how humour and wordplay are virtually
DOUBTERS
impossible to translate from language to language.
‘How,’ I asked Alphonse, ‘can one possibly hope to
There were pills and there were powders
translate wit from one language to another?’
Martyrs bubbling among the doubters
‘Je ne comprends pas,’ Alphonse replied.
I’ll admit that it was a rhetorical question. NeverThe range of fates splayed quite wide
theless I was pleased to hear that Alphonse agreed so
The men and women terrified
wholeheartedly with my assessment. ‘Exactly,’ I said.
Trying to be someone in this sparkling mess
‘The gift of wordplay is forever wrapped in its own parTerror manifested as politesse
ticular language. To think that one can dance between
two distinct languages is pure folly!’
The man on the beach had the blues
‘Je ne parle pas l’Anglais,’ he said.
In town they were disarming all the statues
‘You could not be more right, my friend. And let’s
Tightening the screws on a nebulous etiquette
not even mention the variances in culture and social
That spread from Valhalla to Southern Connecticut
world-view. After all, our respective nations, our very
societies shape the way we see the world. What might
The sun rose as a personal rebuttal
be funny to a farmer in Chatham-Kent, for example,
His pilgrimage was but a shuttle
could be extremely unfunny to a book peddler in Paris.’
Nothing changed, but nothing will
‘Que voulez-vous dire?’
Surprise you, nothing’s subtle
‘Another excellent point,’ I said. ‘I wish we could
talk longer, but I’ve got to get to work. Maybe we can
Withdrawing the jutted adolescent lip
have lunch again tomorrow?’
He lowered down into a lousy homemade ship
‘Vous êtes complètement fou,’ said Alphonse, ‘AllezWith only drink enough for bitter little nips
vous en!’
Embarked for seas of iceberg tips
fin

Colin Dodds
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A LETTER TO CONRAD SATIE
by Erik Satie

(December 6, 1902)

As for me, I caught a nasty sore throat and a cold; and
I’m farting, too—in front of everyone, for example.
As soon as I’m alone in my admirable lodgings—a
model of elegance—pow pow pow.
What’s that? the neighbors ask: it is your humble
servant, amusing himself by putting out the lights with
his derriere.
Reprinted from Merde à La Belle Époque: Scatological Texts, compiled
and translated from the French by Doug Skinner (Absurdist Texts & Documents #24, Black Scat Books: 2014)
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UBU RAW: AS YOU LIKE IT
by Norman Conquest
The Edited Transcript

YOUNG WILL and UBU are gazing out the window of
a parked coach.

UBU: Mad, tis true, and the bloom was off the virgin,
too—she was married. A slut!
YOUNG WILL: That’s huge news to these wet ears.
UBU: Just keep it under your tights. [unintelligible]
—I pounced on her so heavily—Oof—knocked the
wind out of her sails. Later, in fact, I took her out furniture shopping. She sought a sturdy table, so I said, “I
have a thousand gorgeous tables in my tower. You may
take your pick if you…. hee hee hee.” Then I moved
on her like a wicked bitch. But I couldn’t get there. The
door was locked. Bolted shut, for she claimed devotion to that clown Bartholomew, her lowly husband—a
scoundrel and a knave. With the snap of my fingers I’d
have had his head on a post. But I did not say it. Mister Nice Guy. Yet now we bolt forward in time and all
of a sudden —here she is—transformed into a monk’s
wetdream,with voluptuous bosoms, albeit sculpted by
a surgeon in the hills of Beverly.
YOUNG WILL: And will the king...?
UBU: Even though the bloom is off the Eros, why
not? It’s there and I’m hot.
YOUNG WILL: The Ubester will reign his seed on her
parade!

UBU: Sit still, Young Will, your balls are waggling like
YOUNG WILL (sighing): She’s still very beautiful, sire. the Bells of St. Mary’s. Just observe me closely and
learn the ways of merry seduction. First we must calm
UBU: Let me tell you a sad tale that, to this day, ourselves. Mustn’t pant till her pants come off. I will,
troubles my soul. Once upon a time, on the Beach of like a peasant’s slave, don a dignified mask for fear
the Palms, I moved on her like a feral woodchuck. she’ll sense the rogue within. I will feign propriety, yet
let my glitter glow, my billions blossom like a wreath
YOUNG WILL: Whoa! You did? Long live King Ubu! above this orange crown.
Yaa-haa!
[Silence while Ubu adjusts his codpiece, then glances
UBU: I groveled, I pawed, I nibbled and bit, I dribbled back out the window looking vaguely nonplussed.]
drooled and groped. I slobbered ‘pon her pale flesh as
at a royal feast, and yet…. And yet!… I failed! (Bows UBU: Wait…maybe it’s a different one. A sister perhaps?
head in shame.) Yes, I loathe to confess that I, King
Ubu, did not score. How monstrous that this player YOUNG WILL: No, it’s, it’s her, it’s —
here, in a scheme of passion, was rebuffed by a common wench. Imagine! A small-bosomed whore spurn- UBU: Hark, tis she! The golden tresses, a body built for
a banquet of earthly pleasures. A quickie lies ahead, my
ing the advances of the king!
boy. I must partake of these Tic Tacs before I shower
YOUNG WILL: Whoa, impossible! A madwoman her lips with moist kisses. You know, I’m drawn like
crossed the royal path.
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careful not to topple down the steps like that dimwitted jester… Sir Gerald Ford, remember him?
YOUNG WILL: Alas, he toppled before my time.
UBU bangs on the door.
UBU: Let me at her!! How do I open this fucking
door??
YOUNG WILL: As you would an eager virgin, sire…
pull the handle down below.
UBU: Ahh, yes, of course, I should have known…
[CURTAIN]
Samuele Bastianello

a moth to the flame when I spy such a creature — my
tongue protrudes to a satanic length—hangs down to
these very knees!— I sniff and drool and expose my
tool. Kissy-kiss the starry-eyed miss.

g

Such exquisite bliss, you mortals have no idea. I needn’t
pause for applause or pleas, for I am a king. I am a
winner! And when you’re a king, they beseech you to
do unto them whatever wanton conjurings fill the head.
You can get away with anything your lascivious heart
desires.
YOUNG WILL: You mean you can do whatever you
want to them?
UBU: Yes, you dolt, that’s what I just said. Grab ’em
by the [unintelligible] Have it as you like it. Upside,
downside, inside-out.
YOUNG WILL: Uh, yeah, wow….
UBU: Presently, I’ll make a regal exit from this coach,
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drew the Magician card. Stick to the plan. Money, sex,
society, FUN!
CANCER: Sorry. You drew the mediocrity card. Your
best is not good enough.
LEO: Big mouth motherfucker Leo, sign of Ubu Trump
(by rising), the paper tiger Donald. Expect a dagger in
your miserable alligator, tears-filled ass. You drew the
Judas card. Advice: travel with an attorney.
VIRGO: All great prostitutes, both guys and gals, had
the Virgo in them, the sign that cleans the shit from the
cracks. Expect to double down on the labor load. You
are the mouse on the treadmill. You drew a very very
shitty card.
LIBRA: Pathetic fucking Libra. Emotionally dissatisfied. Never fucking happy. Doomed relationships. You
drew the five of coins. Expect to be used. Then thrown
to the trash, like a used condom.

painting by Alice Pulaski

YOUR HOROSCOPE
And the shit hits the fan for Middle October through
the election. Imagine, a huge bomb drops on a city,
KABOOM! and each and every sign of the zodiac,
from Aries through Pisces, fries like chicken, proving, I
suppose, that all planetary energy and tarot cards are
created equal. It is in this spirit that we proceed:

SCORPIO: Dear lord of the underworld. In this world
that is shit. Always has been. You claim your just
deserts. Sex! All kinds. In many ways. You have drawn
the Lust Card. Your baseball bat swings both ways.
Death is terrifying when approaching. Blissful upon
arrival.
SAGITTARIUS: I don’t much like this sign. Never did.
Being the scum of the zodiac. Know that you drew the
one of wands. Expect to get it stuck up your ass.

CAPRICORN: Lo! Behold! Prostrate thyself! You are
in the presence of Capricorn! King and Queen of the
ARIES: Sign of the hot dick! Red tipped! Smoldering! Zodiac! Stiletto heels! Black wing-tip shoes! Long live
Yearning! Woman burning! You dirty fucks! Time to the corporate Fathers! Fuck me and fuck you! You drew
use and abuse! Flicking your Bics! Hiding in shadows! the King of Swords. Perhaps a little anal action eh?
Sexual advantage! You drew the Lover Card. Knight of
Cups. Oh for one thousand kisses!
AQUARIUS: Your sign bores me. You are a boring
TAURUS: Nothing. A going on of things. Deeper into
your dull, security-minded, fat-assed existence. You
drew the poverty card. Money leaks. Loser.
GEMINI: Ahhh Gemini, Mercury ruled. Dear sweet
Hermaphrodite, monkey balls and all. Yet you females
have very big clits. Get ready to make some magic. You

person. You know it all. Everything. Well you drew the
Lawyer card. You get to say I told you so.

PISCES: Poor, sad, booze-sodden, drug-addicted,
poetically inspired, rock and roll oriented, Pisces,
fuckhead of the Zodiac. Your drew the nine of swords,
the anxiety card. Figure it out.
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